Bioluminescence resonance energy transfer as a screening assay: Focus on partial and inverse agonism.
The reported data for compound screening with the bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET2) assay is very limited, and several questions remain unaddressed, such as the behavior of agonists. Eleven beta2 adrenergic receptor (beta2-AR) agonists were tested for full or partial agonism in an improved version of the receptor/beta-arrestin2 BRET2 assay and in 2 cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) assays (column cAMP assay and ALPHAscreen cAMP assay). Tested in the highly sensitive ALPHAscreen cAMP assay, all selected agonists behaved as full agonists, using isoproterenol as a reference compound. In the less sensitive column cAMP assay, ephedrine and dopamine had a clear partial response. For the BRET2 assay, a highly graded picture was obtained. Moreover, beta2-AR antagonists were tested for inverse agonism. Pronounced inverse agonism was detected in the ALPHAscreen cAMP assay. Only marginal inverse agonistic responses were seen for alprenolol and pindolol in the column cAMP assay, and no inverse agonism was seen in the BRET2 assay. For the beta2-AR, the BRET2 assay may be superior for secondary screening of agonists where a separation of full and partial agonists is needed and the ALPHAscreen cAMP assay may be preferred for primary screening of agonists where all receptor activating compounds are desired.